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Castlight Action
Major Mobile upgrades across Castlight’s suite of products
Direct push upgrades in support of Action, Elevate, and other products
Rx pricing switch
NCCT migration to v6

Castlight Action
Action is a transformative leap in the Castlight platform with the power to augment our ability to
engage and provide meaningful value to all our users. It is the only predictive insight and
engagement solution that makes it easy for benefits teams to:
• Immediately identify population segments and associated healthcare spend
• Inform employees on their healthcare decisions through personalized, timely, and relevant
engagement
• Measure engagement outcomes with near real-time tracking

Mobile updates and upgrades
We’ve added a ton of new features and functionality to Castlight Mobile. This new version of
Castlight mobile sets much of the foundation for Castlight to deliver a best-in-class mobile offering,
which is critical to our 2016 strategy. New features include:
• Support for Action
• Elevate Pathfinder, Crisis Resource Page, EAP & teletherapy integrations
• Mobile Rewards Center
• Fingerprint Login
• Your Plan Page changes

Direct push improvements
With the exception of some Rx and insurance plan designs, Castlight can direct push nearly all
upsells and Essentials, giving us the ability to customize our platform clients’ needs immediately,
rather than having to wait for a monthly deploy. Castlight will now be able to direct push:
• Action employer, opportunity, and email configurations
• Elevate programs and benefits setup
• Care Team vendor cards
• UHC employer and insurance company mappings
• Auto alerts and ATEs

Rx fixed pricing
What it means
For customers with separate pharmacy accumulators, Castlight can “lock” the member price to a
specific plan phase when searching for prescriptions. Additionally, a configurable message will be
displayed to educate members on the prescription price they are seeing. This experience can be
turned on for users with any of the following pharmacy plan designs:
• Combined deductible with medical, and separate pharmacy OOP max
• Separate pharmacy deductible and combined OOP max with medical
• Separate pharmacy deductible and separate pharmacy OOP max

NCCT migration to v6
Migration to the new NCCT v6 API will offer better performance to NCCT-generated prices for
Castlight users. With over 130 Castlight customers on a Blues plan, this will improve the Castlight
experience for a vast number of our users

	
  

